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Abstract: The Blume-Emery-Griffiths model is simulated using the cooling algorithm which is improved from the
Creutz cellular automaton(CCA) under periodic boundary conditions. The simulations are carried out on a
simple cubic lattice at K/J = −1.5 in the range of −3.5 < D/J < 0.5, with J and K representing the nearest-
neighbour bilinear and biquadratic interactions, D being the single-ion anisotropy parameter. The phase
diagram characterizing phase transition of the model is obtained. We found different kinds of phase
transitions between the ferromagnetic, quadrupolar, staggered quadrupolar and ferrimagnetic phases for
K/J = −1.5. In particular, the region of the phase diagram containing a ferrimagnetic phase is explored
and compared to those obtained by other methods. The simulations confirm that the ferrimagnetic phase
occurs in the narrow interval −3.006 ≤ D/J < −3. This result is in a good agreement with Monte Carlo
renormalization group and closer to the cluster variation method result than the mean field approximation
result.
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1. Introduction

The Blume-Emery-Griffiths(BEG) model [1, 2] has at-tracted a great deal of attention since it was originallyproposed to describe the phase separation and superfluidordering He3-He4 mixtures. Subsequently, the model wasapplied to study the thermodynamic behaviors of certainphysical systems such as the multi-component fluids, mi-croemulsions, semiconductor alloys, etc.
∗E-mail: nurguls@gazi.edu.tr
†E-mail: bkutlu@gazi.edu.tr

The model has been extensively study by different tech-niques. It has been analyzed using mean-field approxima-tion (MFA) [2–6], renormalization techniques [7, 8], clus-ter variation method (CVM) [9–13], effective field theory[14, 15], Monte Carlo renormalization method (MCRG) [16],Monte Carlo simulations [17–20] and cellular automatonsimulations [21–23].The BEG model is described by the Hamiltonian
HI = −J∑

〈ij〉

SiSj − K
∑
〈ij〉

S2
i S2

j +D
∑
i
S2
i (1)

where Si = ±1, 0 and 〈ij〉 denotes summation over allnearest-neighboring (nn) spin pairs of sites. The parame-
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Figure 1. The phase diagram in the (D/J, kT /J) plane for K/J =
−1.5 in the interval −3.5 < D/J < 0.5. The closed and
open symbols represent the second and first order PT,
respectively, obtained by CCA, the solid and dotted lines
represent the second and first order PT, respectively, ob-
tained by CVM [8].

ters J and K are, respectively, the bilinear and biquadraticexchange constants, D is the single-ion anisotropy con-stant.

Figure 2. For Q → SQ PT, the temperature dependence of the
sublattice order parameters at K/J = −1.5 and D/J =
−1.4.

Most of the works mentioned above predict that the phasediagrams of the BEG model include a variety of interest-

ing features. For repulsive biquadratic coupling (K/J < 0),the re-entrancy regions and the existence of ferrimag-netic phase were obtained by MFA [6]. However, theexistence of ferrimagnetic phase was not seen in renor-malization calculations [8]. Therefore, in this study, ourinterest is focused to study the ferrimagnetic phase of theBEG model in the case of K/J < 0. Recently, we studiedthe re-entrant behavior of the BEG model in the case of
K/J < 0, using an improved heating algorithm [21–23] fromthe Creutz cellular automaton (CCA) [24–32]. It was ob-tained that the model can show the re-entrant and doublere-entrant phase transitions (PTs) for some values of the
D/J and K/J parameters. However, the occurrence of ferri-magnetic phase which is one of the interesting features ofthe BEG model is not investigated using CCA. Therefore,the purpose of this work is to study the phase diagram ofthe model which includes the ferrimagnetic phase. For thispurpose, the temperature variations of two-sublattice or-der parameters (mA, mB and qA, qB), the Ising energy (HI),the susceptibility (χ) and the specific heat(C ) are com-puted for K/J = −1.5 in the range of −3.5 < D/J < 0.5.The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Thedetailed of the model is explained in Section 2, the resultsare discussed in Section 3 and a conclusion is given inSection 4.
2. Model
Three variables are associated with each site of the lattice.The value of each site is determined from its value andthose of its nearest-neighbors at the previous time step.The updating rule, which defines a cellular automaton, isas follows: There are three variables at each site; the firstone is Ising spin Bi. Its value may be 0 or 1 or 2. TheIsing spin energy for the model is given by Eq. (1). In Eq.(1), Si = Bi − 1. The second variable is for momentumvariable conjugate to the spin (the demon). The kineticenergy associated with the demon, Hk , is an integer, whichequal to the changing in the Ising spin energy for the anyspin flip and its values lie in the interval (0, r). The upperlimit of the interval, r, takes a different value for each (J,
K , D) parameter set. The total energy

H = HI +HK (2)is conserved. For a given total energy the system temper-ature is obtained from the average value of kinetic energy,which is given by:
〈HK 〉 =

r∑
n=0ne−nJ/kT
r∑

n=0 e−nJ/kT
(3)
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Figure 3. For Q → SQ PT, the temperature dependence of a) the Ising energy, and d) the specific heat at K/J = −1.5 and D/J = −1.4.

The expectation value in Eq. (3) is a average over thelattice and the number of the time steps.The third variable provides a checkerboard style updat-ing, and so it allows the simulation of the Ising model ona cellular automaton. The black sites of the checkerboardare updated and then their color is changed into white;white sites are changed into black without being updated.The updating rules for the spin and the momentum vari-ables are as follows: For a site to be updated its spin ischanged one of the other two states with 1/2 probabilityand the change in the Ising spin energy, dHI is calcu-lated. If this energy change is transferable to or from themomentum variable associated with this site, such that thetotal energy H is conserved, then this change is done andthe momentum is appropriately changed. Otherwise thespin and the momentum are not changed. Because of thethird variable, the algorithm requires two time steps togive every spin of the lattice a chance to change. Thus,in comparison to ordinary Monte Carlo simulations, twosteps correspond to one full sweep over the system vari-ables.The cooling algorithm is divided into two basic parts, ini-tialization procedure and the taking of measurements. Inthe initialization procedure, firstly, all spins in the lat-

tice sites take the ferromagnetic ordered structure or stag-gered quadrupole ordered structure according to selected(J, K , D) parameter set and the kinetic energy per sitein all lattice sizes is equal to the maximum change in theIsing spin energy for the any spin flip using the second setof variables. This configuration is run during the 10.000cellular automaton time steps. In the next steps, last con-figuration in the disordered structure has been chosen asa starting configuration for the cooling run. Rather thanresetting the starting configuration at each energy, we usethe final configuration at a given energy as the startingpoint for the next step. During the cooling cycle, energy issubtracted from the spin system through the second vari-able of each site (Hk ) after 1.000.000 cellular automatonsteps. This process is realized by decreasing of %3 in thekinetic energy (Hk ) of each site. This means that the de-creasing value of Hk is obtained from the integer part ofthe 0.03Hk .
3. Results and discussion

The simulations are performed on a simple cubic lattice
LxLxL of the linear dimension L = 18 with periodic bound-
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Figure 4. For Q → F → SQ PT, the temperature dependence of a) the sublattice order parameters, b) the susceptibility, c) the Ising energy
and d) the specific heat at K/J = −1.5 and D/J = −2.5.

ary conditions using the cooling algorithm. The computedvalues of the quantities are averaged over the lattice andover the number of time steps (1.000.000) with discard of
the first 100.000 time steps, during which the cellular au-tomaton develops.
For K/J = −1.5 in the range of −3.5 < D/J < 0.5, the
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Figure 5. For Q → F → FI → F PT, the temperature dependence of a) the sublattice order parameters, b) the susceptibility at K/J = −1.5 and
D/J = −3.002.

Figure 6. For Q → F → FI → F PT, the temperature dependence of a) the Ising energy, b) the specific heat at K/J = −1.5 and D/J = −3.002.

ground state of the model shows the ferromagnetic (F ) phase and staggered quadrupolar (SQ) phase regions [23].
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Figure 7. For Q → F PT, the temperature dependence of a) the sublattice order parameters, b) the susceptibility, c) the Ising energy, and d)
the specific heat at K/J = −1.5 and D/J = −3.2.

The SQ phase is characterized at ground state with onesublattice (A) occupied by spin variables Si = 0 and theother sublattice (B) is randomly occupied by Si = ±1.However, different phases of the model for J > 0 can be
distinguished according to the values of the two sublatices
mA ≡ 〈Si〉A, mB ≡ 〈Si〉B , qA ≡ 〈S2

i 〉A, qB ≡ 〈S2
i 〉B: ferro-magnetic phase(F ): mA = mB 6= 0, qA = qB; quadrupolarphase (Q): mA = mB = 0, qA = qB; staggered quadrupo-
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lar phase (SQ): mA = mB = 0, qA 6= qB; ferrimagneticphase (FI): mA 6= mB 6= 0, qA 6= qB .The temperature variations of the sublattice order param-eters (mA, mB and qA, qB), susceptibility (χ), Ising en-ergy (HI) and specific heat (C ) are studied to determinethe types of the phase transitions for K/J = −1.5 in theinterval −3.5 < D/J < 0.5. To reproduce the phase di-agram, the finite critical temperatures are estimated fromthe maxima of the susceptibility and specific heat on thelattice with L = 18. The obtained phase diagram on the(D/J, kT /J) plane for K/J = −1.5 is shown in Fig. 1. Itis obtained that the model exhibits several kinds of phasetransitions between Q, SQ, F and FI phases in this pa-rameter region. There is the second order Q → F PTand Q → SQ PT in the range −3.5 < D/J < −3.006and −2 ≤ D/J ≤ 0, respectively. The Q → F → SQ PTtakes place in the −3 ≤ D/J < 2 parameter region. Thephase boundaries between Q and F , F and SQ, Q and
SQ phases are close to the results of the CVM [9]. More-over, the diagram for K/J = −1.5 includes the ferrimag-netic phase region at low temperature near the first-orderline except of F , Q and SQ phase regions as indicatedin square in Fig. 1. The Q → F → FI → F PT areobtained in the narrow interval −3.006 ≤ D/J < −3. Adetail of the phase diagram for this region is shown inthe inset Fig. 1. The phase boundary between the F and
FI phases is in a good agreement with the MCRG [16]and close to the results of the CVM [9]. According to theCCA calculations, the ferrimagnetic phase is not seen for
D/J < −3.006. This limit is -3.006 for MCRG [16], -3.01for CVM [9] and -3.3 for MFA [6].The behavior of the temperature variations of the thermo-dynamic quantities for above-mentioned phase transitionsat a selected D/J value for K/J = −1.5 are given in thefollowing:The temperature dependence of the sublattice order pa-rameters at D/J = −1.4 are shown in Fig. 2. There is thesecond order phase transition from quadrupolar phase tostaggered quadrupolar phase (Q → SQ). The SQ phaseis characterized by the splitting of the qA and qB . Asseen in figure, the value of sublattice order parameter qAincreases to 1, whereas the value of qB decreases to zerowith the decreasing temperature. However, the value ofthe order parameters mA and mB are equal to zero be-low and above the critical temperature. Therefore, thesusceptibility gives no information about transition. Forthe same parameters, the temperature dependence of theIsing energy and specific heat are shown in Fig. 3(a) and3(b), respectively. The Ising energy changes continuouslyand specific heat shows a characteristic peak at criticaltemperature (Tc).In Fig. 4, the temperature dependence of the sublattice

order parameters, susceptibility, Ising energy and spe-cific heat are represented for D/J = −2.5 at which the
Q → F → SQ PT occurs. It is seen that the higher tran-sition Q → F PT is a continuous transition because theorder parameters exhibit a continuous behavior. The lower
F → SQ PT is of first order because the order parame-ters are of a S-shaped nature and change discontinuouslyat transition temperature (Tt). The susceptibility showsthe two peaks which belong the Q → F and F → SQPTs. The peak at Tc is a characteristic peak for continu-ous transition Q → F and the other is sharp peak at Ttfor first order phase transition F → SQ. At the same time,similar behaviors are seen for the temperature variationsof the Ising energy and specific heat. The discontinuityand S-shaped nature is also seen in the Ising energy forfirst order phase transition F → SQ, whereas the conti-nuity behavior is seen for second order phase transition
Q → F PT.It is interesting to see the behavior of the sublattice orderparameters at D/J = −3.002 parameter value at which theferrimagnetic phase occurs (Fig. 5). The Q → F → FI →
F PT takes place in the interval −3.006 ≤ D/J < −3and the sublattice order parameters exhibit a continuousbehavior at these transitions. Nevertheless, the splittingof the sublattice order parameters is also observed at themiddle transition F → FI (Fig. 5(a)). The susceptibilityshows the three peaks which belong the higher transition
Q → F at Tc1, middle transition F → FI at Tc2, lowertransition FI → F at Tc3(Fig. 5(b)). On the other hand,the Ising energy has a expected behavior for the secondorder phase transition for the Q → F PT and a sign for thelower transitions F → FI and FI → F (Fig. 6a). How-ever, the specific heat shows only a characteristic peak at
Tc1which belongs to the Q → F PT (Fig. 6b)).The other transition containing the K/J = −1.5 phase di-agram at certain D/J parameters is of the second order
Q → F PT. In Fig. 7, the temperature dependence ofthe sublattice order parameters, susceptibility, Ising en-ergy and specific heat are given at selected D/J = −3.2value. For D/J = −3.2, the sublattice order parametersquite unexpectedly change rapidly for very low tempera-tures, whereas for higher temperatures their behaviors aretypical (Fig. 7(a)). The susceptibility data show charac-teristic peak at the critical temperature (Tc) as expectedfor a second order phase transition. However, an increaseof susceptibility related to the behavior of the order pa-rameters for very low temperatures is observed as shownin Fig. 7(b). The anomalous behavior is also seen in thetemperature variation of the Ising energy at very low tem-peratures (Fig. 7(c)). On the other hand, the specific heatexhibits a characteristic peak at Tc and an unexpectedbehavior at very low temperature (Fig. 7(d)). The simi-
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lar behaviors of the sublattice order parameters and thesusceptibility observed at very low temperatures for sim-ple cubic lattice (z=6, z:coordination number) (Fig. 7 andFig. 5) are seen in the calculations with the CVM [13] forplanar system(z=4) and bilayer system (z=5) at certain
K/J and D/J values.
4. Conclusion
Three dimensional BEG model is simulated using thecooling algorithm of the cellular automaton. The modelshows very interesting features and the phase diagramsof the model include different kinds of phase transi-tions. In this study, we focus to obtain the phase dia-gram for K/J = −1.5 which contains the different phasessuch as ferromagnetic (F ), quadrupolar(Q) and staggeredquadrupolar (SQ) and ferrimagnetic (FI) phases. Wehave reconstructed the (D/J, kT /J) phase diagrams for
K/J = −1.5. It is obtained that the model exhibits the
Q → SQ, Q → F → SQ and Q → F → FI → F PTsfor K/J = −1.5 at certain D/J values. In addition, weobtain that the Q → F → FI → F PT takes place in thenarrow interval −3.006 ≤ D/J < −3. This result is in agood agreement with MCRG [16] and closer to the CVM[9] result than the MFA result [6].
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